Woodland Hunt Pony Club
Health and Safety Policy during the Coronavirus Pandemic
The Pony Club is committed to ensuring as far as is reasonably practicable that members are able to
participate in all activities organised by the Pony Club in a safe and secure environment. Woodland
Hunt Pony Club have put the following guidelines in place that must be adhered to at all forthcoming
rallies.

•

A group of 4 riders, one coach and one branch official/safe guarder can use one arena or
designated field. The arena must not be divided or used for more than one gathering at a
time. Where this is a lead rein group only 2 riders and their leaders can attend with a coach,
and all social distancing measures must be respected.

•

Only one person from the same household can transport their child to the venue. This person
is solely responsible for the rider and must unload, assist tack up, assist rider getting onto the
pony and tack check. This person should then remain in or with their vehicle throughout the
session, to maintain social distancing as they are not part of the gathering. Please note that a
tack check will not be carried out by the instructor and remains sole responsibility of the
accompanying adult, who should be within earshot if summoned to sort tack issues.

•

There should be no shared transport except, rally sizes permitting, the case of siblings in the
same household. Please do not hack to rallies.

•

Other siblings and family members that are not involved in the lesson should not attend. If
you arrive with additional people in your vehicle, you will be asked to leave

•

Allow time for groups to assemble and disperse. Time will be allowed for this to happen but no
one should enter an arena or designated rally space until the previous group have left.

•

Parking should have 5-10 m spaces and you will be directed to a space on arrival. Arrival times
will be given when a rally is booked and you should not arrive before this time.

•

Masks are not compulsory but can be worn. Gloves as PPE are not ideal if worn all the time as
you touch things and then your face, hand washing is much better. Please note we will not be
providing PPE except for use administering first aid.

•

A briefing will take place to remind Pony Club members of the correct controls and actions to
take, and any Pony Club members who repeatedly or wilfully fail to comply will be asked to
leave the event or activity.

•

Do not touch anything on site including taps, toilets, clubhouse or any other buildings. Please
bring your own water, bucket and alternative provision should be made by parents for toilet
facilities.

•

Do not share food, cups, plates or any riding equipment with anyone else.

•

There should be no dogs outside of vehicles.

•

Please carry a hand sanitizer with you and all participants must have both a human and an
equine first aid kit accessible.

•

The rally box and any other equipment within the enclosed rally space will only be touched by
the coach and we will not designate a “responsible adult” as normally done. Each adult will be
solely responsible for their own child.

•

During administration of first aid the coach will endeavor to do this at a 2-metre distance,
however accompanying adult should be within earshot in the event of an incident (which could
minimise need for coach to breach the 2 metre rule). Where it is not possible to maintain a 2
metre distance away from an individual PPE will be provided.

•

This is not a ‘normal rally’ and only one gathering will take place, not multiple arenas in a field.

•

It is vital that social distancing of 2 metres is observed at all times. Please do not greet other
members closer than 2 metres and do not congregate in groups larger than those allowed.

•

Spectating should be at a distance, as you will be included in the ‘gathering’ number if you are
within the perimeter of the ridden arena, or similar space within a field. Observe the appropriate
distance to ensure the safety of the coach, riders, and other spectators.

•

You must abide by all venue rules, if they have specific policies and procedures in place to ensure
everyone’s safety, please follow these.

•

When leaving a venue please drive straight out. If there is a need to open a gate or use a padlock,
please sanitize on arrival and after departure.

•

If you are symptomatic or living in a household with someone else who has a possible or
confirmed COVID-19 infection you should remain at home and not attend any rallies.

•

If you are classified as extremely vulnerable on health grounds, you are advised to continue
shielding to keep yourself safe by staying at home and avoiding gatherings.

•

Further information can be found at https://pcuk.org/coronavirus/ and
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-guidance-on-phasedreturn-of-sport-and-recreation/guidance-for-the-public-on-the-phased-return-of-outdoorsport-and-recreation. We recommend that you read these guidelines before booking a rally.

•

If anyone attending a rally shows symptoms or is tested positive within 14 days, then please
notify Emma Dag immediately.

•

When booking a rally, you are agreeing that you have read and understood the policy and that
you adhering to all of the guidelines above.

